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The tax policy is commonly used in the process of regulating economy, and it 
can be targeted by guiding the configuration of the elements by economic benefits to 
achieve the goal of regulating the economy, and the study of the implementation 
mechanism of tax policy and its effect has become a necessary reference for tax 
policy adjustments. However, previous researches that do not distinguish between tax 
policy’s types in long run affect the scientific design and formulation of tax policy, 
also affect the goal’s realization of government regulation. Recent years, foreign 
scholars have begun to classify tax policy’s types and carry out targeted research, and 
because the tax policy with notch plays a prominent role in the tax policy and has 
extensive application, it has become the focus in these studies. In the tax policy with 
notch, the most important research is the study of behavioral responses to the notch 
and its effects, which is a major feature of the tax policy with notch different from 
other tax policies, is also the most significant part of the tax policy with notch, and 
has major effects on the economic regulation and tax efficiency evaluation. Therefore, 
the study of the notch of tax policy became a top priority. 
The present dissertation takes the vehicle purchase tax as an example, trying to 
discuss the bunching behavior at notch of tax policy and its effects and purpose the 
comments and suggestions on the implementation of the tax policy with notch. Firstly, 
basing on the theory of consumer choice and using indifference curve analysis, to 
study individual behavior adjustment at notch by analyzing the impact of tax policy 
with notch on the budget constraint line, and then to analyze the bunching behavior 
generated by individual behavior adjustments from theoretical study and empirical 
research; Secondly, building a theoretical model of the analyzing, evaluating the 
effects of bunching behavior, and taking vehicle purchase tax as an example to carry 
out simulation analysis of the effects of bunching behavior on the adjustment of 
economic structure and tax efficiency; At the last, offering policy recommendations 















This dissertation is consist of six chapters: Chapter 1 is the overall description 
of the thesis, including backgrounds and significance, the basic concepts, literature 
review, research ideas, methodology and outline, innovation and insufficiency; 
Chapter 2 is theoretical analysis of bunching behavior at notch of tax policy, including 
microeconomic foundation, formation mechanism and the existence of proof of 
bunching behavior; Chapter 3 is the empirical research of bunching behavior in the 
case of vehicle purchase tax; Chapter 4 is the effect of bunching behavior at notch of 
tax policy on economic structural adjustment. The theoretical model built in the paper 
illustrates an important role of the bunching behavior on economic structural 
adjustment, and the case shows the existence bunching behavior at notch of vehicle 
purchase tax affected the automobile industry structure adjustment; Chapter 5 is the 
effect of bunching behavior at notch of tax policy on excess burden, a theoretical 
model is built to measure the effect of  bunching behavior on excess burden, and 
basing on the assumed distribution of individual preferences, a simulation analysis of 
the effect of bunching behavior on excess burden is finished in the case of vehicle 
purchase tax; Chapter 6 is a summary of the full text, proposing policy 
recommendations on using of bunching behavior and its effects at notch of the tax 
policy, and pointing out the direction of further study. 
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